
“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.---
Aristotle

! This is the time of year when our habit of excellence at General McLane can be 
minimized if we’re not careful.  Our marching band has again taken first place in the Lake Shore 
Marching Band Association Championship.  This is the 7th time they have done so in the last 11 
years.  Our football team is in the playoffs – as usual.  Both soccer teams entered the playoffs, 
the boys’ team returning to the district championship match and advancing into the state playoffs.  
The boys’ cross county team and individuals went to state competition and we have a bronze 
medalist in the state tennis championship.  
	
 I heard on the news about a school in northwest Pennsylvania that has a team in district 
playoffs for the first time ever at that school.  If most of our teams and band were not performing 
at a high level, we’d wonder what was wrong, rather than realize we’ve not been normal for a 
long time!
	
 Certainly, we can attribute this success to the leadership at the high school, the coaches, 
teachers, parents and of course, the students themselves.  But the truth is, excellence at General 
McLane starts at kindergarten and continues right through the grades.  Our elementary teachers 
build the foundation, teaching our kids the character it takes to learn, grow and succeed.  
Elementary teachers work extremely hard, taking blank slates and writing upon them the skills 
and behaviors for future success.  I could never believe that a good school district could have 
weak elementary schools.  The foundation is too important and without the deep, deep level of 
commitment from our elementary staff, we wouldn’t have much to show.
	
 The middle years are critical.  The awkwardness of the age created by uneven growth in 
the physical, mental, emotional and behavioral aspect of a child creates a challenge for the 
teachers, aides and administrators that deal with theses student “in between.”  Demanding 
excellence from this age level, takes a special set of skills:  knowledge of content, knowledge of 
pre-adolescent development and an art for motivating students whose mood may change by the 
hour.
	
 We are fortunate that this appetite for excellence in the district extends beyond the 
educational delivery system.  Every time I give a tour of one of our buildings I hear more than 
once, how clean everything is and how good it looks.  That’s because we have a maintenance and 
cleaning staff that take pride in their work.  They know that learning can’t happen if the 
environment is bad.  They know that the work they do makes a difference in the lives of kids and 
they go the extra mile to keep our buildings pristine.
	
 Excellence requires an environment of trust and care.  Our students and faculty feel those 
qualities from people like our office secretaries, classroom aids and cafeteria employees.  These 
people don’t present themselves as workers going through the drudgery of a job.  They, too, 
know the important role they play.  
	
 If teachers are the heart of the educational system, our technical support crew has become 
the lungs.  As technology has become integral to education,  we are blessed to have four 
gentleman who keep an extremely complex system of networks and electronic devices 
functioning.  The pride they take in their work motivates them to spend time in evenings and 
weekends, addressing glitches as they occur.  Many times we will come into school with the 
network functioning as usual, only because hours have been devoted to fixing problems caused 
by a power outage or other unplanned disruptions.
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 Finally, what school district can be excellent without dedication from the people who are 
the first and last seen by our students:  our bus drivers.  If you think about it,  the interaction with 
the bus driver can make the student ready for the day at school, and even pleasant in the evening 
at home.  Our drivers are professionals, some now driving children of parents they drove “back 
in the day.”  They keep the kids safe on the road while treating them with care and concern.  Our 
drivers know they are a critical spoke in the wheel of the system.
	
 Everyone has to work at excellence to have a school district that is excellent.  I’m proud 
to work with so many people who see their jobs as a mission, a sacred trust.  This is what makes 
us who we are.  This is why we provide, “The McLane Advantage.”
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